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1 INTRODUCTION 
It is well accepted that the Burgers equation provides a realistic simplification of the Navier­
Stokes system in Fluid Mechanics. One oí the most important common features among 
both equations is the presence oí a quadratic nonlinear term and a linear diffusion operator. 
Sorne optima/ control results associated to the Burgers equation have been obtained in the 
literature (see e.g., Glowinski and Lions (1994) and its references). This work concerns 
with other type oí control problem associated to the Burgers equation: the approximate 
controllability far a final observation. To fix ideas, given sorne positive numbers T, L and 
v we consider the following boundary control problem 
Y• + YYx - VYxx = Ü 
y(t, O)= O, y(t, L) = u(t), 
y(O, x) = Yo(x), 
in (O,T) x (O,L) } 
t E (O,T) 
X E (O, L) 
(1) 
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where the control u(t) is assumed to be a function on (O, T) and the initial datum is given. 
Far the sake of simplicity in the exposition we shaU assume that Yo E L=(o, L). Other 
controllability problems associated to the Burgers equation are also considered ( see Remark 
1.5). We recall that the approximate controllability property, with final observation in a 
Banach space of states, ,1:', of functions defined on (O, L) ( e.g. X = C([O, L]) or X = 
L2(0, L)) can be stated in the following terms: given a desired state Yd E X ande:> O find 
a control u,(t) such that the solution y(t, ·;u,) of (1) corresponding to u= u, satisfies that 
(2) 
In Section 2 we shall prove that this property can not holds under this general statement. 
To do that, we shall show that an Obstruction Phenomenon arises due to the presence of 
the superlinear term (y')x/2 at the equation. This Obstruction Phenomenon was already 
exhibited far the case of semilinear parabolic problems in a series of works: Henry (1978), 
Díaz (199la), (199lb), (1993a), (1994a) and (1994b), Díaz and Ramos (1993), (1 994), Ber­
nis, Díaz and Ramos (1995).The results here presented complete and generalize previous 
considerations on the Burgers equation made in Díaz (199la) and (199lb). As an applica­
tion we give a necessary condition far the approximate controllability of tbe Navier-Stokes 
system on a rectangle !1 = (O,L1) x (O,L2). Far r = {Li} x [O, L2], we consider the 
boundary control problem 
Y•+ (y· 'V)y-v/',.y = -'Vp in (O,T) x !1 
l 
div y= O in (O, T) x !1 
y = O on (O, T) x (8!1 \ r) (3) 
Y = U on (O, T) X r 
y(O,x) = Yo(x) on !1. 
We find a necessary condition on the pressure far the approximate controllability of the 
problem (see Theorem 2 and Remark 2) . F inally, in Section 3, we study the approxi­
mate controllability of the Burgers problem under suitable constraints on tbe desired state 
Yd(x). We recall sorne previous results by El Badia and Ain Seba (1992) and Fursikov 
and Imanuvilov (1993b) on the exact controllability far suitable desired states Yd· Using 
the last of those references we give a LP-approximate controllability far a larger class of 
desired states. We conjecture that sorne sharper results can be found following the ideas 
of Díaz (1994b ). We start bere su ch a long programme by proving the LP-approximate 
controllability far the general quasilinear problem 
y, - Í'>.y + div B(y) = UXw in (O, T) X !1 } 
y = o on (O, T) X an 
y(O, x) = Yo(x) on !1, 
( 4) 
where !1 denotes an open bounded regular set of JRN and w is an open subset of !1. Here 
B E C(JR: JRN) is assumed to be differentiable at sorne s0 E lR and sublinear at the infinity, 
i.e. there exists M > O such that 
IB(s)i $ c1 + c,isl far any s E lR, isl > M. (5) 
The remaining parts of the programme introduced in Díaz (1994b) will be developped far 
the Burgers problem elsewhere. 
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2 OBSTRUCTION FOR THE BURGERS EQUATIO
N 
The main goal of this section is to show that the appro
ximate controlla�; lity ��);\:';, 
< X _ C([O L]) can not holds far the Burgers 
pro em · 
�:(�h:; 'w� �:il pr:� ��e ex¡;,tenc� of an uni11ersal .obstruction fu��io{n (\�Ü�:)w'. ll �ro� ·¿ 1 .. t b und far any element of the attamable set Rr .- Y ' ' vi e an exp 1c1 o 1 . f ( )} h U d ates the space of contra s. 
U' ,ze SS����l�� ��c�lli�;the:: the ::iste�Ce and unti�:er�::�t�f ��)��:.O:�t z:�l��::s (u9�;) be obtained m d1fferent ways . . s o, far mstan�e, f k solution y E C([O, T] : an be applied showing the ex1stence and umqueness o a wea ) . h LP' (O T . �'(O, f )) nL=((O, T) X (O, L)
u
) ��·�\�(� �)'"\� f�l/º�t ��y U:tEJ¡�:1t'"t1� s��\� that 'thi� w-1» (O, L)) assumed u E .- , · , 
solu;�: �:i����e':�r:h:e;���Íoned universal obstruction fim?tion sis ahconfsequtence º·�1t�: ( ') ¡2 at the equation uc a une ion w1 presence of the superlinear term YYx = Y x · 
built as solution of the following problem 
Y,+ YYx - 1Nxx = O in (O,T) X (O,L) 1 (6) 
Y(t,0)= 0, Y(t,L)= + co, tE(O,T) 
Y(O, x) = yo(x ), x E (O, L). 
THEOREM 1 
J L'(O L e:))nV(O T · W1"(0 L-e:)) , (i) Problem (6) has a mini mal solution :r_ E C([O, T : ' - . t ' . •t · e c�nstants t E (O L) and 'or any 1 < p < co. Moreover, there exis s sorne post rn Jor anye, 1 J' -
e,, e, only dependent on L, V and llvoll= such that 
:r_(t , x) ::; e, (L � x -±)+e,. 
(ii) Let y(t,.; u) be the so!JLtion of the associated problem (1). Then 
y(t ,x; u ) $ .l:'.:(t ,x ) for any t  E [O,T] and a.e. x E (O,L). 
(7) 
(8) 
In particular the approximate controllability property can not b
e satisfied in the set of states 
X= L'(O,L), 1 $ q $ co. 
PROOF. Given n E IN we consider the truncated problem 
Yt+ YYx- vYxx = O in(O,T)x(O,L
) 1 
Y(t, O)= O, Y(t, L) = n, t E (O, T) 
Y(O, x) = Yo(x) := min{yo(x ), n}, x E (O, L). 
(9) 
h 1 f Y. f (9) holds as mentioned befare. Further-The existence and uniqu�ne�s of . t e s� � �n( n ° Alt and Luckhaus (1983)) and so we more, the comparison pnnc1ple is satis e see e.g. 
ha ve 
Yj $Y,$ . . . S Yn $ Yn+I::; . . .  on (O,T) X (O,L). 
In arder to construct a global barrier function we define 
W(x) : =  J(,(L- xr" + J(,, X E (O,L) (10) 
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where K,, a > O and ](2 2: O will be choosen later. Then 
WW. - v W.x = a K¡(L- x)- 2a-I + K1 K2a(L - x¡-a-I - va( a+ l)K1(L - xJ-ª-2• 
So, rnaking a = 1 we find that 
WW. - ,,w .. = (- 2v + Ki)K1(L- x)-3 + K,K,(L- x¡-2 := f(x). 
Then, far any n E lN, we ha ve 
Yn,t + YnYn,x - vYn•• =O::; WW. - v Wx . 
Yn(t,O) =O::; W(OJ,' lim supx¡L(Yn(t,x)- W(x)) <O, 
Y,,(O, x)::; [[yoJloo::; W(x), 
assurning that 
In particular, if 
K1 2: 2v, K2 2: o and 
in (O, T) X (o, L) } 
t E (O,T ) 
X E (O, L) 
(11) 
(1 2) 
K, = 2v and K2 2: [ffyo f1 00 - 2vL-1 ]+ (13) 
then (12) holds, f E L""(O, L - o:) , far any e: E (O, L), and from the comparison principie 
we deduce
.
that Yn(t,x) ::; W(x) for any n E JN, t E [O,TJ anda. e. x E (O,L). By the 
Beppo-Lev1 Theorem we have that Yn(t,·)--> .!Jt,·) in LP(O,L - e:) , for any e: E (O,L) 
and any 1 ::; p ::; oo. Using straightfarward arguments it is easy to see that Y is the 
mínima! solution of problem (6) and that (7) holds. Part (ii) comes from the fact that if u 
is a bounded function then choosing no E lN sucb that n0 2: max{ [fy0 [[00 , [fuJl00}, we have 
y(t,x ; u) $ Yn(t,x) for any n 2: no, t E [0,TJ anda.e. x E (O,L). F inally, if tbe desired 
state y¿(x) is such that y¿(x ) > W(x) on an open subset of (O, L) then condition (3) fails, 
for any u E U, for any e > O. 111 
REMARK 1 
!. . The fact that (1) is not approximately controllable can also be proved by using an 
universal
. 
integral estímate as obtained in Fursikov and Imanuvilov (1993) by multiplying 
th� equat10n by (b-.x)
ny!(:, .x) with b E (O, L) and n > 5, integrating by parts and applying Holder and Young mequaht1es. Such a method was already introduced by A. Barnberger 
for t�e
. 
study of superlinear semilinear parabolic equations (see Henry (1 978)). A more 
soph1st1cated energy method can also be applied to higher arder superlinear parabolic 
equations: see Bernis, Díaz and Ramos (1995). 
2. The obstruction phenomenon also holds far other nonlinear parabolic controls problems 
with superlinear terms in the equations such as y, -6.y + >. [yf P-ly =O (p > 1: superlinear 
s:milinear equation), y, - 6.fy["'-
1y = O (m > 1: the porous media equation) and Yt -
d1v (f'i7yf P-2\7y) =O (p > 2: Non-Newtonian f!ows) . See Díaz (199la). 
3. The study of boundary value problems blowing-up on a part of the boundary has been 
largely considered by many authors: Bieberbach, Radernacher, Keller, P. L.Lions and Lasry, 
etc. (see references in Bandle and Marcus {1990), G.Díaz and Letelier (1993) and Bandle 
Díaz and Díaz (1994)) .  
' 
4. We point out . th�t the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds if u is not bounded (truncate u and pass to the hm1t). It also holds far solutions of the non-homogeneous equation 
y,+ yy. - vy .. = f(t,x) (14) 
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and the rest of conditions a.s indicated in (1), assurning that f E L'((O, T) X (O, L- e:)) for 
any e: E (O, L) and 
f(t, x)::; M1(L - x)-3 + M,(L - x)-2 for any (t, x) E {O, T) x (O, L) (15) 
far sorne nonnegative constants M1 and M,. 
5. Similar results can. be obtained for other control problerns associated to the Burgers 
equation. So, for the ca.se in which the control acts on the left boundary, i.e. y(t,O) = 
u(t),  y(t, L) =O, t E (O, T) and the rest of conditions of (1) an inequality (analogous to 
( 8)) holds 
� - c2 :5 y(t, x; u) for any t E (O, T), a.e. x E (O, L) 
X 
(16) 
far any bounded function u and far sorne constants e¡ and c2• Analogously, consider the 
controllability frorn the interior problem 
Yt + yy. - VYx• = UXw in (O, T) X {O, L) } 
y(t, O)= y(t, L) =O, t E (O, T) 
y(O,x) = Yo(x), x E (O,L), 
(17) 
where w =(a, b) is an open subinterval of (O, L) and u E L2(w) . An easy application of the 
arguments of Theorem 1 shows that 
y(t,x;u)::; c1 C� x -i) +c2 for any t E [O, T] and a.e. x E (O, a) {18) 
for any u E L2(0, T) x w) and for sorne constants C¡ ande,. o 
We shall end this section hy applying Theorem 1 to the study of the approxirnate 
contro!lability of the N avier-Stokes system. Such a question was already raised by Lions 
(1990) and still remains an open question. Our contribution will be limited to give a 
necessary condition on the pressure assurning that the approximate controllability holds. 
Far the sake of simplicity in the exposition we shall rnerely deal with the case of a planar 
f!ow occupying a rectangle l1 = (O, L1) X (O, L2) (see problem (3) in the lntroduction). 
Many other dornains and other control problems can be considered analogously. 
THEOREM 2 
Let Yo E L"'(l1)2• Consideré > O and Yd = (Yd ,1, Yd, 2 ) E L
2 (!1)2 such that there exists 
a positively measured subset P o/!1 and a constant C 2: [ffy0,1ffoo - vLiJ+ such that 
fi[Y1,d(x) - v(L - xJ-1 - C]+f!L'(P) > é. 
Let u = ( u1, u 2 ) be any control such that Jly(T, ·; u) - y d f!L'(n)' ::; e:. Then necesarily 
-8
8P (t,x¡,x2;u) > 2vC(L1 - x,)-2 X¡ 
on sorne positively measured set M C (O, T) x !1. 
(19) 
( 20) 
The proof will use sorne comparison results between the solution of a Burgers problem (1) 
and the first component of the solution of the Navier-Stokes system (4). A first result in 




Let z E c;; ((O, T) X (O, L,)) n C([O T] X [O L )) d classical solution of (3) . Let z E C([O, T]' X (O, L, J) �e s::h t�::;me that Y = (y,, Y2) is a 








lim infx¡L, z(t,x) > l/u1(t,-)llL�(r¡, z ,x, ?. IYo,illL�(n¡, 
where f E C((O, T) X (O, L¡)) verifies 
in (O, T) x (O, Lt) } tE(O,T), 
X¡ E (O, Li) 
f(t,xi) ?.-8
8P (t,x.,x2;u) X¡ for (t, X¡, x2) E (0, T) X f¡ 
(the control u -(u ) · (3) · h - ¡,u, in is ere assumed to be known) p· ll . h · zna y, assume t at 
z., (t, x1) > O 
Then 




z(t,.�,)?:. Y1(t,x1,x,;u) for any t E [O T] and ( ) n ' X1,X2 E"· (24) PRO O F. From (21) and (23) we can · to E (O, T] and (xo,1, Xo.
z) E D. such tha�ssume, without loss of generality, that there exists 
[o���r/Y1(t,x1, x,) - z(t,x1)) = Y1(to, X1,o, Xo,o) - z(t, X1,o) >O 
(otherwise (24) holds). Define w(t,x1,x2) := Y1(t,x1,x2)- z(t,x¡). Then 8y1 8z 
and 
8x1 (to, Xo,i, xa.z) = -8 (to, xo,1) > O and 
8Y1 (t x ) _o fl X¡ 8x 01 0,11 Xo,2 - l w(to,xo,1,xo,,):::; O ( i.e. 6.y1(ta,Xo 1,xo ,i' < z (to x )) ' 1 - XJX'I l 0,1 
On the other hand 
w,(to, X1,o, xo,0) ?. O. 
Thus 
w, = -Y1Y1,x, - Y2Y1,x, + v6.y1 - 11zx x _ p _ f + zz l 1 X¡ Xt• 
. . w,(to, xo,1, Xo,o) S: -w(ta, xa,1, xa,,)z., (to, Xo,i) < O wh1ch 1s a contradiction. 111 





g. 23 by a nonnegat1veness condition 
· u mns o e av1er-Stol bl b 
' 
mtroducing an artificial constant . th B . 
<es pro em, can e proved by In e urgers equat1on. 
LEMMA 2 
Let z E C([O, T]: L'(o, Li)) n L'(O T . H'(O L )) 1 1  1 ative function satisfying ' · ' 1 n W ' (O, T: L (O, L1)) be a nonneg-
in (O, T) x (O, Li) } 
t E (O, T) 
X¡ E (O, L¡). (25) 
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Let u E U C 100((0,T) x f)2 be given such that (3) has a unique bounded weak solution 
y(t,-; u)= (y1(t,-; u), y2(t,-; u) )  of pressure p = p(t,.; u). Assume f E L1((0, T) X (O, L,)) 
satisfying (22). Then 
z(t, x1) ?. Yi(t, X¡, X2: u) for any t E [O, T] anda.e. (x., x2) E D.. 
PROOF. We start by noting that from the incompressibility condition div y 
deduce that 
Then 
(y· V')y¡ = Y1Yi,x, + Y2Y1,x, = Gvi) "' + (Y1Y2)., - YtYo,x, 
= (�y¡)"' + (Y1Y2)x, + Y1Y1,x, = div(y¡, Y1Y2). 
z, + div (zi, y,z) - v.6.z ?:. Y1,1 + div (y¡, Y2Y1) - v6.y , 
z ?:. y¡ 
z(O,-)?. y1(0,-) 
in (O, T) x D., 
on (O, T) X 8D. 
on D.. 
O we 
Finally the comparison theorem of Díaz and de Thelin (1994) (see Theorem 3) can be 
applied since the function ]{ : (O, T) x D. x IR -> IR' defined by I<(t, x1, x,, r) = 
(r2, y2(t, x., x2)r) generates a locally Lipschitz functional on L1(D.) far any fixed t E [O, T]. 
11 
PROOF of THEOREM 2. Assume, by contrary, that -p., (t, x1, x2 : u) ::; 2v(L1 -
x)-2 a.e. on (O, T) X n. Taking z(t, x¡) = v(L1 - x}-1 + e  and arguing as in Theorem 1 
it is easy to see that Lemma 2 can be applied on (O,L1 - á) far any á >O small enough. 
In consequence we have y1(t, x1, x2; u) ::; z(t, x1) far any t E [O, T] and a.e. (x1, x2) E D.. 
Therefare 
lly(T, ·;u) - YdllL'(O)'?:. llY1(T, ·;u) - Y1,dllL'(O) 
?:.: 11 [y1(T, ·;u) - Y1,d]+ l!L'(P) + 11 [Y1,d - y¡(T, ·;u)]+ llL'(P) 
?:.: 11 [Y1,d -v(L - xJ-1 - e]+ ilL'(P) >e 
which is a contradiction. 111 
REMARK 2 
Roughly speaking Theorem 2 says that if Yd,1(x1, x2) is big enough near the boundary 
x1 =O then necessarily Px, (t, x1, x2) must be "verrnegative" on sorne part of (O, T )  x D.. 
Notice that although we do not know if this is our case, there are many explicit solutions 
of the Navier-Stokes system on special domains having Px, = O far sorne i and that this 
would contradict the necessary condition far the approximate controllability. o 
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3 SOME CONTROLLABILITY RESULTS: THE BURGERS EQUATION ANDA RELATED QUASILINEAR EQUATION 
Díaz 
Although the obstruction phe h h not hold, sorne partial resu!ts in t�����eºc�i�n º:: tb:���=· ªPf'�xim�t� c��trollabi�ity can (1992) use sorne variants of the Ha f C 1 . me · o, a 1a and Am Seba bility of problems (1) and (l7) whp - t� edtr�nsformatwn cf! .to prove the exact controlla­cf!(E) where E is the set of attaina�� tet estred �tate Yd belongs to the transformed set A different h f 11 e s a es assoc1ated to the linear heat equation approac was o owed by Fursikov and ¡ ·¡ (199 b) · severa! results on the attainab!e set . t d manuv1 ov 3 . They prove stated far the formulation given in (°tJ�cta �h t� �fe �urgers equation. Their main result, !et fi(t, x) be any solution of th B ays e. 0 ow'.ng:. Let_ Yo E H'(O, L) arbitrary and ¡i(O, x) = Yo(x) on (O L) but w�h urtgers equatt�n �attsfymg y( t, O) = O far t E (O, T) and Th • ou any prescr1pt1on at x - L D fi ( ) ·( en there exists óo > o such that far any ó E (O < ) th · . e ne Yd x := y T, x ). 11 *ll < , uo ere ex1sts y• E H1(0 L) "th Yo - Yo H' $ u and a control u E C(O T) s . • . o ' w1 associated to the data y• and th '(T' ) u.ch that tf Y (t, x) ts the solution of (1) . o u en y , x = y(T, x) on (O L) W1th the help of the above result we can r LP ' ·. terium far a larger class of desired states. p ove a -approxtmate controllability cri-
PROPOSITION 1 
Let Yo E L"'(O, L) and /et Yd(-) = ii(T,. ) where - E C((O TJ . L"'( . ) . of the Burgers equation satisfying ii(t, O) = O far t � (O, T) 1 and _ O �' L_). is any solution Then, far any e >  O there exists a control u E C(O T) h th t /.
y( ' ) - Yo(x) on (O, L). 
have ' suc a ar any p, 1 $ p S co, we 
llY(T, ·;u) -Yd llLP(O,L) $e 
PROOF. By regularizing Yo we can find - Hl(O ) other hand, by applying the T-accretiv n 
Yo E
f th 
'L such that llYo-!loll.,, $ e/2. On the 
a generalization of the classica] maxim�n:'ss? . e operator -y,,_+YYx on L"'(O, L) (i.e. by if y;(t x) i = 1 2 1 t• ¡· prmc1ple, s.ee, e.g. Bentlan (1981)) we know that ' ' ' ' are so u wns o problem (1) assoctated t th . ·r 1 d L"'(O, L)) and to the same boundary datum u(t) then we h:ve e lllt ta ata Yo,;(x) (Yo,i E 
//Y1(t, ·) -y,(t, ·)//.,, $ llYo,10 -yo, (·)11.,, (26) far any t E [O,T]. Let now y(t,x) be the soluf f h B . ilo and boundary conditions y(t, O)= O 
_ 
t 
�ºTI__º. t e urgers equatton far initial datum 
(26) 
_
we have llil(t, . ) _ y(t,. Jlloo $ é/2 fo��� � -Y[ (t, L)) far t E (O, T). Th�s, by virtue of Furs1kov and Imanuvilov (l993b) we dedu Yh E .º' T · Now, by the ment�oned result by and y• E HI(O L) w"th 11- *11 . ce t e ex1stence of a control funct10n u E C(O T) (1)  as�ociated 1to u �d ;0 :;;,,yh H' :S_ r;;,m(oo/22 e/2) such that if y'(t, x) is the solutio� of 
solution of (1) associatedºto u(t)ve � ( (,x)) =b Y(!',x) on (O,L). F inally, ify(t,x;u) is the an Yo x , y v1rtue of (26) we have 
llY(T,.) - Yd(·)ll.,, $ 1 /y(T, ·) - !i(T, ·)11.,, + ll!i(T, ·) -y*(T, ·)11.,, 
+lly'(T,-) -y(T, · )lloo $ e/2 + min(óo/2, e/2) Se. 11 
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Notice that if we define the class of functions 
Y:= {w E C((O,L)): w(x) $ X:.(T,x) far any x E (O,L)} 
where X:. is the universal obstruction function given in Theorem 1 then, arguing as in the 
proof of Theorem 1, it is clear that the desired state Yd considered in Proposition 1 satisfies 
that Yd E Y. Notice also that part (ii) of Theorem 1 proves that if, far instance, we know 
tbat Yd E C(O, L) satisfies the Cº-approximate controllability property then, necessarily, 
Yd E Y. In fact, we conjecture that this necessary condition is also sufficient. Such type of 
results was obtained in the case of superlinear semilinear problems in Díaz (1994b). The 
proof there was established in two different steps: a) truncation of the nonlinear term and 
application of approximate controllability results for sublin.ear semilinear equations, and 
b) obtention of a priori estimates on the control ( associated to the truncated problem) 
independent of the truncation value n E IN. 
A first difficulty to apply such a programme for the case of the Burgers equation is that, 
as far as we know, there is not any controllability result for the associated sublinear case 
available in the literature. Due to that, we shall start here the mentioned programme by 
considering the question of the 12-approximate controllability far a general class of quasi­
linear parabolic problems including the case mentioned above. Far the sake of simplicity 
in the exposition we replace the boundary controllability considered in (1) far an interna! 
controllability formulation. More precisely, !et n be an open bounded regular set of JR.N 
and w be an open subset of n. Given y0 E L'(n) we consider the control problem (4) 
mentioned in the Introduction. 
The existence of a solution y E C([O, T]: L'(fl)) (when the control u E 12((0, T) x w) 
is given) can be obtained by different methods (see e.g. Alt and Luckhaus (1983)). The 
uniqueness of solutions is a more delicate question. It was established under the additional 
assumption 
BE Cº•ª(JR.: JR.N) ,  (the space of Holder continuous functions), anda<': � 
by s'everal authors: Alt and Luckhaus, Artola, Chipot and Rodrigues, Gagneux and Guerfi, 
Díaz and de Thelin (see references in Díaz and de Telin (1994)). More recently, the unique­
ness of the solution has been established far merely continuous functions by Gagneux and 
Madaune-Tort (1994) using previous ideas introduced by Carrillo (1986) far the elliptic 
case. Concerning the approximate controllability we have 
THEOREM 3 
Under condition (5) on B problem (4) is approximately controllable in L2(fl). 
As usual, we shall prove Theorem 3 through a fixed point argument applied to an 
operator associated to a linearised problem. So we consider, previously, the fallowing 
problem 
where 
Yt - .C(t)y = UXw in (0, T) x fl } 
y = o on (O, T) X an 
y(O, x) =Yo on n 
.C(t)y =/:,,y -div (b(t, ·)y) 
(27) 
(28) 
assuming (far simplicity) b E L"'((O, T)  xn). The existence and uniqueness of the solutions 
y EC([O,T): L'(n))nL'(O,T: Hó(n)), far a given datay0 E L'(íl) andu E L'((O,T) x w) 
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can be obtained, for instance, by applying the theory of abstract operators A(t) such that 
A(t) +,\!are maximal monotone operators on L2(íl) for sorne,\ > O and a.e. t E (O, T) 
(see e.g. Brezis (1973)). We point out that, in general,>. cannot be taken as,\= O if b f O 
(see Lemma 8.4. of Gilbarg and Trudinger (1977)). 
PROPOSITION 2 
When u spans L2((0, T) xw) , y(T, ·;u) spans an affine subspace which is dense in L2(íl). 
PROOF. We follows the arguments of Lions (1968). Without )oss of generality we can 
assume that Yo= O. Let 'Po E L'(íl) such that 
fo y(T, x; u )<po( x )dx = O far any u E 12((0,T) x w) . (29) 
Let e,• be the formal adjoint operator of L, i.e. L"(t)<p = Í'!.<p + b(t, ·) · \T<p (see Gilbarg 
and Trudinger (1977) p. 172). Define <p as the solution to the backwards problem 
-<p, - L'(t)<p = o 
'P = o 
<p(T, x) = <po(x) 
Applying Green's formula we get 
in (o, T) x íl } 
on (O, T) X an 
on n. 
fo y(T, x; u)ipo(x)dx =lar L <p(t, x)u(t, x)dxdt. 
(30) 
(31) 
Therefore (29) implies that <p =O in (O, T) x w. Finally, applying the unique continuation 
property (see Corollary 1.2 of Saut and Scheurer (1987), valid far non necessarily selfadjoint 
operators) we conclude that <p = O in (O, T) x íl and the conclusion holds by the Hahn­
Banach theorem. !11 
In order to consider the nonlinear problem (4) we shall need more information on the 
application Yd <--+ u (for a fixed e >O) found in Proposition 2. In fact this is a multivalued 
map since it is easy to see that there are infinitely many u E L'((O, T) x íl) satisfying 
(32) 
where y(t,.; u) denotes the solution of (27). We shall follow now sorne direct methods 
introduced in Lions (1992a), (1992b) and later generalized and improved in Fabré, Puel 
and Zuazua (1992a), (1992b) leading to the existence of "quasi bang-bang controls". The 
results of this last reference can be modified easily to our context although in the mentioned 
work it is always assumed that J:,• = L = Í'!.. Given 'Po E L'(íl) we define the functional 
1 ( T ) ' 
J(<po) = 2 fo L l'P(i, x)ldxdt + el1'Pol!L2(n) - fo y¿(x)<po(x)dx. 
Following Fabré, Puel and Zuazua (1992b) this functional is continuous from L2(íl) into 




J(ipo) > un1n -- e ll�oll-oo ll'Pol12 -
l"'l''l¡_ 
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( this )ast condition is proved from the unique continuation property obtained in Saut and 
Scheurer (1987)). Therefore there is a unique V'o E L'(íl) such that 
J(,Po) = min J(<pº). �oEL'(íl) (3
3) 
It is easy t.o see that, in fact, 1/Jo = O ijf \1Ydl12 :S e. By studying the associated Euler­
Lagrange (multivalued) equation it is proved the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3 
Let ,Po be the solution o/(33) and /et ,P(t, x) be the solution o/(30) assoc iated to
 'Po= 1/Jo· 
Then there exists v E sigo (1/J)Xw such that the control u := (111/JllL'((O,T)xw))v leads to a 
solution y(t,.; u) o/ (27) such that liy(T,
.; u) - Ydll :Se. 
REMARK 3 
The operator L, defined in (28) can be taken, more generally, of the form 
N a ( By ) N a 
L(t)y = .t:¡ OX¡ a;;(t, x) Bx; + � ax/b•(t, x)y) 
with a;; E C1((0, T) x f!) satisfying 
N 2 L a;;(t, x)(;(j ::". o:(x,t)IEI , 
i,j=l 
V(t, x) E (O, T) x íl, ve E lRN 
(34) 
for sorne a(x, t) >O and b = (b1, .. .  , bN) E L"'((O, T) x íl). We point out that in Glowinski 
and Lions (1994) the nondivergential form operat.or 
(35) 
was considered under the assumption Vo E L"'(íl)N and div V0 = O  on íl. Notice that un­
der this assumption the operator can be written as in (34) (use that div (Voy)= div
 Voy+ 
Vo. \Ty ). Finally, we point out that if bis a W1•"'(íl)N function, independent on t, then the 
result of Lin (1991) allows to know that the set { ( t, x) : 1/J( t, x) = O, ,P solution of (30)} 
has zero Lebesgue measure and so the controls u, in Proposition 2, are of type b
ang-bang. 
o 
PROOF of THEOREM 3. Let us assume that B is differentiable at so = O. The 
case so f O can be easily treated by an homogeneization argument. Define tbe function 
g: IR-+ lRN by 
g(s) = B(s) - B(O) if s f O and g(O) = B'(O). s 
From the regularity of B and (5) it is clear tliat g E C(lR : JR.N) n L"'(lR : JR.N). Given 
z E L'((ü, T) x íl), we define b =. -g(z) E. L"'((O, T) x íl) and so, by Propositio� 2, the associated linear problem (27) 1s approx1mately controllable. More prec1sely, g1ven 
y¿ E L2(íl) ande> O let u(z) be the control and y•(t,.; z) the solution of (27) mentioned 
in Proposition 3. Define now the nonlinear mapping A : L'(íl) -+ 'P(L'(íl)) by A(z) = 
,74 
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{y'(t, ·; u(z)) far sorne u(z) E 11.Pll 1sign( .,P) Xw}. N atice that A can be multivalued since the uniqueness of u(z) is not assured. It is easy to see that any fixed point of A allow us to obtain the conclusion of the theorem. In arder to apply the Kakutani fixed point theorem (in the weak form given in Aubin (1984)) we need to check the following conditions: (i) Vz E L2((0,T) x fl), the set A(z) is non-empty, convex and compact in L2((0,T) X fl), (ii) A(z) is upper hemi-continuous. The proof of both properties can be obtained by adapting the arguments of Fabré, Puel and Zuazua (1992b). The convexity of A(z) is a consequence of the linearity of (27) and the convexity of the set { v E L2( (O, T) xfl) : v E sign( .,P )Xw}. As g(z) is uniformly bounded in L"'((O, T) xfl) we can prove the existence of a compact subset K, C L2((0, T) x fl) such that A(z) C K, for any .z E 12((0, T) x fl). To prove this we.first notice that {y'(·,·;z)} and {y;(·,·;z)} remain uniformly bounded in 12(0,T: Hó(fl)) and 12 (O, T : H-1 (fl)) respectively when z runs 12((0, T) x fl) (this can be obtained multiplying by y'(z), integrating by parts and applying the coerciveness of .C(t)). Then, by well-known results (see e.g. Corollary 4 of Simon (1987)), we conclude that {y'(·,·;z)} is relatively compact in L 2( (O, T) x fl). Choosing as K, the closure of this set in L2 ((O, T) x fl) the proof of property (i) is reduced to show that A(z) is a closed set. This is proved without any dif!iculty using that the multivalued (maximal monotone) graph sign(·) is strongly-weakly closed, the coerciveness of .C(t) and the compactness of the Green operator associated to (27). The proof of (ii) follows as in Fabré, Puel and Zuazua (1992b) once that we already know the compactness of the set K, and the continuity of function g. mil 
REMARK 4 
Theorem 3 can be improved in severa! directions. First of ali, following closely the arguments of Fabré, Puel and Zuazua (1992b), the approximate controllability property can be also obtained on the spaces LP(fl), 1 ::; p < co, and Cº(IT). On the other hand, the approximate contro!lability can be obtained for a more general class of nonlinear equations of the type 
Yt - !:iy + div (B(y)) + f(y) = uxw 
assuming B as befare and f be a continuous real function, differentiable at sorne s1 E IR 
and sublinear at the infinity. 0 
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